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ABSTRACT
The article discusses Russian, Polish and Slovenian phraseological units containing the names 
of animals (zoonyms). The aim of the study is to determine to what extent the stereotyped image 
of animals, fixed in phraseological units, corresponds to contemporary knowledge about the 
behaviour of animals. An analysis of phraseological units concerning a cow, bull, calf, ox, goat, 
sheep and ram is conducted. A comparison of these phraseologies with contemporary data on 
animal behaviour reveals a certain discrepancy between the actual intellectual and psychological 
capacities of animals and their image fixed in phraseological units.
Keywords: phraseological units, zoonym, animals, lexicography, semantics, stereotypes 

1. Introduction: defining phraseological units and specifying the aim of 
the study
Words denoting animals belong to one of the most ancient layers of vocabulary 
in many languages of the world. The animalistic vocabulary and phraseology 
reflect centuries of human observation of animals, their external features, and 
behaviour. Through comparison with animals, people comprehend themselves. 
A manifestation of anthropomorphism as a form of mastering reality is the transfer 
of human properties to inanimate objects and the nature, including animals. Indeed, 
certain distinctive features of animals and characteristics of their behaviour man 
has transferred to his notion of self. Animals, in turn, have been endowed with 
human qualities. 

It is animalistic phraseological units which reflect human observations of the 
behaviour, habits, and external features of animals. They are the perception of 
the animal world that has been formed over a long period of time. Phraseological 
units with a zoonym component are traditionally the focus of the scientific 
interest of many researchers. Especially relevant are the studies of the relationship 
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between language and culture, national and cultural specificity on the material of 
phraseological nominations (Babaeva, 2020; Dashieva, 2018; Filimonova, 2003; 
Koletnik, 2022; Lavrishheva et al., 2019; Nowakowska, 1991; Piasecka, 2018; 
Shustova et al., 2020; Skitina, 2007; Spajić, 2015; Vovk, 2007; Wtorkowska, 
2014; Yakovleva, 2017), and the determination of universal and specific 
features in the linguistic picture of the world. It is worth noting that zoomorphic 
phraseonominations constitute a significant part of the phraseological composition 
of the Russian, Polish and Slovenian languages. For the purpose of our study, 
we adhere to a broad understanding of phraseological unit which was defined by 
Teliya in the encyclopedia Russian Language, edited by Karaulov: 

Phraseological unit is a common name for semantically unfree word combinations that are not 
produced in speech (as syntactic structures similar in form – word combinations or sentences), 
but are reproduced in it in a usually fixed steady relation of semantic content and certain lexico-
grammatical composition. (Karaulov, 1997, p. 605)

In this paper, we attempt to consider some chosen phraseological units with 
the zoonym component in the aspect of cognitive ethology. The aim of the article 
is twofold: (i) to analyse a few carefully selected examples of Russian, Polish and 
Slovenian phraseological units containing the names of animals in terms of their 
lexical composition, and (ii) to determine how the ideas about animals recorded 
in phraseological units correspond to the empirical data about the behaviour as 
well as mental and cognitive abilities of these animals. Our purpose is to focus, 
primarily, on the intellectual abilities of animals, by which we mean such cognitive 
properties as memory, thinking, attention, perception, imagination and the ability 
to solve various kinds of problems. 

The paper consists of four main parts. Having specified the aim of the research 
as well as the definition of phraseological units (Section 1), we proceed to 
introduce the details concerning the database and methodology of the research 
(Section 2). In the following part of the article (Sections 3), the results of the study 
are revealed and discussed. The paper closes with concluding remarks and a brief 
summary (Section 4).

2. Database and methodology of the study 
The database of the research chosen for our investigation comprises of the phraseological 
units and expressions connected with the zoonym component of a cow, a bull, calf, 
ox, a goat, a sheep and a ram. The reason behind selecting the lexical units denoting 
these particular animals is that they are among the most popular types of livestock. 
Sheep and cattle are among the oldest domestic animals, having been kept since the 
early Stone Age (Keber, 1996, p. 265). The choice of these animals is also motivated 
by the fact that they have been part of the human world for millennia, thanks to which 
a lot of experience in observing their features, behaviour and habits has been gained.
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The phraseological units have been extracted from numerous monolingual 
dictionaries. First, Большой фразеологический словарь русского языка [Bol`shoj 
frazeologicheskij slovar` russkogo yazy`ka] edited by Teliya (henceforth: BFSRY), 
which contains over 1500 thousand fixed expressions and phraseological units, 
presented in figurative and semantic networks and provided with stylistic labels. 
Second, Словарь русской фразеологии  [Slovar` russkoj frazeologii] by Birikh, 
Mokiyenko and Stepanova (henceforth: SRF), which includes over 2500 thousand 
fixed expressions, each with their historical and etymological interpretation 
accompanied by a bibliographical reference. In addition, the modern meaning of 
phraseology is explained in here and its stylistic colouring is described. Third, 
Большой словарь русских поговорок  [Bol`shoj slovar` russkix pogovorok] by 
Mokiyenko and Nikitina (henceforth: BSRP), comprising over 40,000 Russian 
proverbs, reflecting the literary and folk speech of the 19th-21st centuries. The 
material is collected from various sources, in particular, Russian folklore, works 
of classical and modern literature, mass media, records of modern speech. Fourth, 
Kuznetsov’s Большой толковый словарь русского языка [Bol`shoj tolkovy`j 
slovar` russkogo yazy`ka] (henceforth: BTSRY) was also used in this work. A total 
of 169 phraseological units were analysed.

Fifth, the Polish dictionary in four volumes, edited by Stanisław Dubisz (2006), 
is entitled Uniwersalny słownik języka polskiego [Dictionary of Polish language] 
(henceforth: USJP). Sixth, the Polish Słownik frazeologiczny języka polskiego 
[Phraseological Dictionary of the Polish Language], in two volumes, is edited 
by Stanisław Skorupka (2002) (henceforth: SFJP). Seventh, the Polish Wielki 
słownik frazeologiczny języka polskiego [The Great Phraseological Dictionary of 
the Polish Language] is edited by Piotr Müldner-Nieckowski (2003) (henceforth: 
WSFJP). A total of 207 phraseological units were analysed.

Eight, the Slovenian Dictionary Slovar slovenskih frazemov (Keber, 2011)  
(henceforth: SSF), is edited by Janez Keber. Ninth, Slovenian book Živali v 
prispodobah 1 (henceforth: ŽP1), is edited by Janez Keber (1996). Tenth, the 
dictionary Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika 2 [Dictionary of the Slovenian 
standard language 2 in two volumes] (henceforth: SSKJ2/1 and SSKJ2/2), 
published in 1994, second updated edition in 2014 (retrieved www.fran.si), 
is a general monolingual dictionary of the Slovenian language. A total of 182 
phraseological units were analysed.

Our study consists of three main stages, namely (i) selection of the material; 
(ii) lexical analysis of the phraseological units; and (iii) semantic analysis of the 
phrasemes under scrutiny. The selection of the material has been carried out by the 
method of continuous sampling of phraseological units, which include a zoonym 
component. Besides, the descriptive method, the method of component analysis, 
and the method of semantic analysis of the given dictionary definitions is used in 
the work, in order to investigate to what extent the ideas about animals encoded in 
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the phraseological units reflect the empirical data about the behaviour as well as 
mental and cognitive abilities of these animals. 

3. Results and discussion
The semantics of animalistic phraseological expressions is mostly revealed in the 
stereotypical ideas about animals, which are often based on a subjective assessment 
of their qualities and properties. A stereotype is a simplified judgment about some 
fragment of the surrounding reality. Stereotyping the image of animals, and 
attributing certain properties and qualities to them is associated with the human 
desire to generalize, and simplify the process of cognition of the surrounding reality 
(Piętkowa, 2007, p. 104)). In this connection, zoo-phraseological phrases are 
reflected not only in the objective judgments based on human experience in joint 
living and communicating with animals, but also in features, and characteristics 
that are subjectively attributed to animals. 

At the same time, the image of animals in phraseological expressions is often 
endowed with negative features, which has been pointed out by many researchers 
(De`ngi, 2002; Piasecka, 2018; Rak, 2007; Zimnowoda, 2003; among many 
others). The formation of a predominantly negative image of animals could be 
influenced by the idea of human superiority over animals, as well as a purely 
objective attitude to domesticated animals used by man in economic activity. 
In the phraseology, we find numerous examples confirming the cruel treatment 
of animals, e.g. the example from Russian нагруженный (навьюченный) как 
осел [about a very heavily loaded person] (BSRP, p. 469), драть (лупить, бить, 
пороть) как сидорову козу [to flog, trash something cruelly, unmercifully] (SRF, 
p. 270), as well as the examples from the Polish language: kto chce psa uderzyć, 
(ten) zawsze kij się znajdzie [if you want to hit a dog, a stick will be found] 
(WSFJP, p. 527) or spiąć konia (ostrogą) [pin the horse down (with a spur)] (p. 
319), and the Slovenian language: delati (garati) kot vol/ črna živina [work very 
hard] (SSKJ2/2, p. 1141; SSF, p. 1143, ŽP1, p. 59) or neumen kakor konj [stupid 
as a horse] (SSF, p. 362) and tepsti koga kot vola [to treat heavily on someone] 
(SSKJ2/2, p. 917). Such an attitude toward animals, as a rule, is accompanied by 
attributing negative qualities to them, denying their ability to think and feel.

What is more, human perception of the psyche and intelligence of animals has 
evolved along with their knowledge of the surrounding reality. For a long time, it 
was believed that the behaviour of animals was limited to instincts and reaction to 
external stimuli, and true thinking was purely a human attribute. This perspective 
has its roots in the philosophy of Aristotle. (Vičar, 2013) Scientific views on the 
intellectual capacities of animals have, however, undergone significant changes 
over the centuries. In the last century, there was a transition from the absolute 
denial of the rudiments of reason in animals, to the recognition of the existence 
of the elements of thinking, manifested in different forms. The animal-oriented 
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studies involve various ethical aspects related to determining the dependence of 
empathy for animals or their consciousness, their level of intelligence, the use of 
animals for various research purposes, the treatment and conditions of farming, 
the need to revise the methods of studying animals in laboratories, etc. (Bekoff, 
2010; Gómez-Leal et al., 2021; Sandøe et al., 2015; Singer, 2018; Young et al., 
2018). Along with these impressive studies, the number of applied research aimed 
at studying the cognitive and behavioural features of animals in the context of 
their impact on the productivity of the livestock industry is constantly increasing 
(Blokhuis et al., 1998; De la Lama et al., 2019; Foster et al., 1997; Nawroth, 
2017; Nowicki et al., 2015; Rørvang et al., 2018). At the same time, researchers 
are increasingly talking about the need to study the cognitive abilities of animals 
without regard to humans as the main reference point, with whose higher mental 
functions the properties of animals are historically compared. For example, the 
famous biologist and ethologist Marc Bekoff (2010) speaks of the necessity to 
change the scientific paradigm by revising the stereotypes related to the perception 
of the emotional lives of animals. A change in approach, according to Bekoff 
(2010), can remove such oppositions as ‘us – them’, ‘laboratory – home’, ‘higher 
beings – lower beings’. In fact, over the last decades, the fields of ethology, zoo-
psychology and comparative psychology have gathered a wealth of information 
about the cognitive abilities, learning, cognition, emotions and social complexity 
of animals; while new approaches are being developed, experimental studies 
of animal behaviour are actively conducted, and new data are constantly being 
accumulated. Nevertheless, in the field of animal cognitive abilities research, 
the main attention of scientists is still focused on the species characterized by 
relatively large brains (Reader et al., 2002; Tomasello & Call, 1997). The cognitive 
abilities of domestic farm animals are studied to a lesser extent and require further 
research.

As far as our first investigated animal study case is concerned, cows, often 
referred to as cattle or bullocks, are the most common species of domestic, 
cloven-hoofed ruminants of the Bos taurus species. Humans have been using 
cattle for centuries in various economic activities as draft labour, for milk, meat 
and hides. Under its appearance, the bull traditionally symbolizes strength, 
power and health, which is reflected in the following phraseological units: in 
Russian здоров, как бык (BTSRY, p. 107), in Polish mocny, tęgi, wielki jak 
byk (SFJP1, p. 125; USJP1, p. 360) and in Slovenian močan kot bik (SSF, p. 
73), močen ko bik (SSKJ2/1, p. 129), bosti se z bikom (SSF, p. 73) – all refer to 
a person, usually a man, being in very good health, completely (healthy); hence, 
as healthy as a horse, bull (an ox), a man of sound health. The bull also symbolizes 
hard physical labour, as illustrated in the Russian phraseme: работать как вол 
[to work excessively, indefatigably, to work very hard, with zeal and obedience, 
to work like an ox (a horse, a mule, a dog] (SRF, p. 94). The equivalent (already 
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mentioned) Polish expression is: pracować (harować, tyrać, orać) jak wół, or 
wół roboczy [to work very hard, especially physically] (SFJP2, pp. 606–607; 
USJP4, p. 497), and the equivalent Slovenian phraseme is: delati (garati) kot 
vol (SSKJ2/2, p. 917) or zgrabiti bika za roge [to take on difficult, demanding 
work] (SSKJ2/1, p. 129). At the same time, the cognitive and emotional capacity 
of the cow was denied; whereas low intellectual capacities were attributed to the 
animal. Later on, such negative characteristics were transferred to mankind. In 
the Russian language, there are phraseological units with the zoonym component, 
which mean a stupid, limited person: комольный бык [komol – bull], to describe 
a stubborn person or a stupid, unintelligent person (BSRP, p. 68). It should be 
noted that both in Polish and Slovenian an ox can be used to describe a slow, 
stupid, dull, unintelligent man who is hard to figure something out (ti si vol; 
s takim volom se ne da pogovarjati (SSKJ2/2, p. 917); zabit kot vol (SSF, p. 
1049); kot tele se je rodil, kot vol umrl (ŽP1, p. 99). This is also evidenced by 
phraseological units occurring in both languages: gapić się (patrzeć) (na kogoś, 
na coś) jak wół na malowane wrota (SFJP2, p. 607; USJP4, pp. 510–511), and 
gledati kot / kakor zaboden vol / bik (SSKJ2/2, p. 917) or zijati kot bik v nova 
vrata (SSF, p. 74) which mean ‘to look like a slaughtered ox / bull, and look 
at someone or something thoughtlessly, dully, stupidly or with surprise’. The 
component теленок, телячий [calf], телячьи нежности, телячий восторг 
[calf tenderness, calf delight] in Russian phraseological units symbolize naivety 
and childishness, and sloppy (mushy) sentimentality.

Furthermore, the misconception about the behavioural characteristics of 
the bull is reflected in the well-known, frequently used speech phraseology, 
which in Russian sounds: действовать /подействовать на кого как на 
быка красная тряпка (SRF, p. 63), in Polish działać (podziałać) na kogoś jak 
(niczym) (czerwona) płachta na byka (SFJP1, p. 125; USJP3, p. 177), and in 
Slovenian to ga draži kot rdeča ruta bika (SSKJ2/2, p. 129), all of which may 
be translated as ‘acting like a red rag to a bull’ to refer to something annoying, 
and bringing someone out of temper. In fact, the meaning of this phrases does 
not correspond to reality, as the eyes of bulls do not perceive red colour per 
se. Bulls react, first of all, to sharp movements, and the colour of the object 
does not play a determining role (Adamczyk et al., 2015). Also, as noticed, the 
collective noun быдло [ox] or Slovenian govedo, originally denoting ‘cattle’, in 
all the investigated languages, has negative connotations and is used to pertain 
to people, spiritually undeveloped, stupid, submissive to the will of others and 
spending their lives in hard, exhausting work for someone (BTSRY, p. 107; 
SSKJ2/1, p. 408). The zoonym bully is a component part of Polish phraseological 
units used to refer to stupid, spiritually undeveloped people: (bezmyślne, głupie, 
nierozumne, skończone) bydlę (WSFJP, p. 99) [fool, scoundrel], żyć jak bydlę 
(p. 99) [immoral, debauched].
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In contradistinction to the meaning denoted in the already mentioned 
phraseological units, the results of studies concerning cattle ethology show that 
cows, in particular, have a good memory, including long-term memory (Kovalčik 
& Kovalčik, 1986) and spatial memory (Hirata et al., 2016). In addition, they 
can learn and remember, perform complex analyses and synthesize environmental 
stimuli and form higher-order reflexes, and hold the ability to perceive spatial 
sensations and apply previous experience in a new situation (Skopichev, 2016). 
In addition, cows can distinguish between individual individuals in the herd, real 
objects and pictures that show only cattle heads (Coulon et al., 2009, 2011; Hagen 
& Broom, 2011). Moreover, they need intercommunication, display emotions, 
empathy and an individual character (Young, 2003). Cattle (bulls) are capable and 
aware of much more than has long been assumed. 

The second animal under scrutiny, namely, a goat (Capra hircus) is a domestic 
ruminant of the semipedal family. The animal produces milk, meat, wool, fur and 
skin. As in the previous case, among the phraseological phrases with the zoonym 
goat, we find the evidence of how a person, being in a close contact with animals 
for a long time, has recognised the primarily useful, valuable qualities of the 
animal. In turn, lack of such qualities has been evaluated by a person negatively. 
For example, the phraseme in Russian such as как от козла молока (ни шерсти 
ни молока) [from goat’s milk] [neither wool nor milk] means that someone or 
something is of absolutely no use, or help etc. This phraseme reflects the ancient 
assessment of the goat, which in popular opinion, is useless, in comparison 
with other animals. Subsequently, this negative assessment of a goat has been 
transferred to humankind, as reflected in the phraseme как от козла молока 
which refers to someone, something useless, not bringing the slightest benefit 
in some respect (SRF, p. 275) or similar Slovenian s konja se je usedel na kozo 
[to perish, to become poor] (ŽP1, p. 175). Generally speaking, phraseological 
units with the zoonym goat component have a pejorative connotative colouring. 
The lexeme козел and kozel [goat] is also used in Russian and Slovenian as 
a metaphorical characteristic of a man who is irritating by his persistent stupidity 
(BTSRY, p. 437; SSKJ2/1, p. 655). Indeed, the goat serves as a symbol of stupidity 
and stubbornness, as evidenced by such phraseological units as упрямый козел 
[as obstinate as a goat], which is used to talk about a stubborn, intractable person 
(BSRP, p. 296). Likewise, the Polish phraseme uparty jak kozioł underlies one’s 
obstinate character. Yet, it is worth adding that one’s stubbornness is much more 
frequently associated with a donkey or an ox; hence, the Polish phrase uparty jak 
osioł / wół / muł, with its Slovenian equivalent trmast kot / kakor (istrski) osel / 
mula, (SSF, pp. 564, 648), describes a very stubborn, persistent, and tenacious 
person who sticks to his/her opinion and plans (though he/she is not necessarily 
right) and does not give up, in Slovenian also describes a person or a thing, which 
has a very unpleasant smell – smrdi kot kozel (SSKJ2/1, p. 655).
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Furthermore, the image of a goat in Russian, Polish and Slovenian 
phraseological units is motivated not only by long experience in observing the 
animal’s behaviour, but also by the ancient stereotype of a goat as an unclean 
animal having some demonic power. In addition, mention of the goat can be found 
as early as in biblical texts, particularly in connection with the devil and as an 
offering in the Old Testament. So, for example, the Hebrew rite of laying the sins 
of all the people on a live goat is reflected in the phraseology козел отпущения 
(BFSRY, p. 331) a person or group blamed for the faults or misdeeds of others, 
which refers to a scapegoat, and a whipping boy, or a responder for another’s guilt, 
for the mistakes of others. In Polish the expression kozioł ofiarny (WSFJP, p. 
325), with its Slovenian equivalent phraseme grešni / žrtveni kozel (SSF, p. 386), 
is used with the same meaning.

Interestingly, the Slovenian language associates a goat also with blundering, as 
in the phraseme ustreliti kozla, streljati kozle (SSF, p. 387; SSKJ2/1, p. 655). The 
Slovenian expression may be occasionally used in Polish as ustrzelić kozła or strzelać 
kozły. Nonetheless, in Polish, the more frequent phrase reflecting this sense sounds 
palnąć (strzelić) byka (SFJP1, p. 125; USJP3, p. 20), rooted in original variety bąka 
ustrzelić, which pertains to one’s foolishness, blunder, saying or writing something 
preposterous or acting imprudently, imprudently, and recklessly.

Having compared the meaning and concept of goat retrieved on the ground of the 
so-discussed phraseological units with the studies in the field of goat ethology and 
cognitive abilities, we can conclude that, in contrast to the image of being stubborn 
and unclean (as fixed in the expressions), goats have good long-term memory 
(Langbein et al., 2004, 2008). These animals have developed spatial orientation, can 
recognise people and establish complex social groups and dominance hierarchies 
(Aldezabal & Garin, 2000; O’Brien, 1988; Zobel & Nawroth, 2020). They can use 
basic forms of social learning (Briefer et al., 2014), distinguish colours and shapes 
of objects, have high taste, tactile and temperature sensitivity (Skopichev, 2016).

The last of the examined animals, i.e. sheep, (Ovis ammon aries) belongs to 
domesticated ruminants of the ram family of the semipedal family. Like goats, 
sheep (rams) are bred for meat, milk and wool. The phraseology of the Russian, 
Slovenian and Polish languages reflects the popular idea of sheep as animals 
with low intellectual abilities. The zoonym баран in Russian, baran in Polish 
[ram] is a standard for stupidity and a stupid, stubborn man (BTSRY, p. 59), but 
in Slovenian is a female form ovca (SSKJ2/1, p. 1122). The phraseological unit 
глуп как баран in Russian, with its equivalents in Polish głupi jak baran and in 
Slovenian, neumen kot ovca, is literally translated as ‘as stupid as a ram / sheep 
and is commonly used to characterise a stupid, limited person (SRF, p. 42, ŽP1, 
p. 269).

Interestingly, in the Russian phrase как баран на новые ворота (смотреть) 
[to look, stare in utter confusion, understanding nothing] (BFSRY, p. 289), the 
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zoonym ram is used. However, the same meaning is generated in Slovenian while 
referring to a bull, as in the expression gledati kakor bik v nova vrata (SSKJ2/1, 
p. 129), i.e. to look like a slaughtered bull, to look like a bull at a new door, with 
the meaning ‘to look stupidly or with surprise’. In the same sense, we will use in 
Polish the connection with the component calf, as in the phrase patrzeć jak cielę 
lub patrzeć jak cielę na malowane wrota [to look like a calf] or [to look like a calf 
at a painted door] (USJP4, pp. 510–511), which also occurs in Slovenian gledati 
kot tele v nova vrata (SSF, p. 74; SSKJ2/2, p. 727), and, as Janez Keber (2011, p. 
74) claims, it is even more popular.

Moreover, a sheep (ram) is also associated with ‘unquestioning obedience’. It 
is known that sheep succumb to the influence of the leader in the flock, they are 
attentive to imitate other individuals. This feature of sheep is reflected in the phrase 
стадо баранов in Russian, stado baranów in Polish, and čreda ovac in Slovenian, 
which means a ‘herd of rams / sheep’ and describes a disorderly crowd, and people 
who madly and blindly follow someone’s deeds and actions; in Slovenian also in 
phraseme iti za kom kot ovca za ovnom (BTSRY, p. 59; SSKJ2/1, p. 1122).

Remarkably, if a sheep is separated from the flock for some reason, it will try to 
return to it as quickly as possible (Kluczek, 1994). In this respect, the well-known 
sheep-related phrase, i.e. заблудшая овца (овечка) in Russian, zagubiona owca 
(owieczka) in Polish, and izgubljena / zablodela ovca in Slovenian (SSF, p. 654), 
refers to a person who has strayed from a righteous way of life, is ‘a lost sheep’ and 
designates a person who has separated from his/her circle and family. The image 
of the lost sheep is found in the Gospel parable, which tells of Jesus Christ as The 
Good Shepherd who lost one sheep from His flock. The Shepherd found the lost 
and carried it back on His shoulders (SRF, p. 414). Originally, this expression had 
only a religious meaning of a lost sheep, pertaining to someone who had strayed 
from God, strayed from the flock, whose Shepherd is Jesus Christ. Such a person 
can get back if they come to the true faith again (BFSRY, p. 214). 

These already elaborated phrases with the sheep zoonym seem not to correlate 
with the results of the studies of the cognitive abilities of sheep. To be precise, the 
results obtained reveal that sheep can distinguish the colour and shape of objects, use 
specific facial signals to distinguish species and breeds, as well as males and females 
(Kendrick et al., 1995). These animals have a developed ability to learn (Marino 
& Merskin, 2019), display self-identification and reveal orientation memory, and, 
as a species, are distinguished by the average development of mental abilities 
(Skopichev, 2016). Sheep have a highly socialized herd instinct, and group life is 
the most important innate characteristic of these animals (Bazewicz et al., 2018).

4. Conclusions
To sum up, the purely utilitarian approach of man to domesticated farm animals 
has contributed to his distancing from them. In the process of exploiting animals, 
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the man paid attention first of all to those qualities that he considered important, 
and valuable (for example, physical strength, endurance, fecundity, etc.). Of great 
importance is the goal that man pursued in the process of domestication of animals. 
In our opinion, the possible influence of domestication on the cognitive abilities of 
farm animals (in comparison with their wild relatives) deserves a detailed study.

The names of animals in phraseological units serve as symbols, etalons 
of certain human qualities, creating a figurative, emotionally expressive 
characteristic of man. The phraseological units reflect both the experience of 
observing the behaviour and habits of animals, which reveals objective reality, 
and the subjective perceptions of the collective linguistic consciousness. Among 
the analysed phraseological units with the zoonym components of a cow, a goat 
and a sheep, phraseological units with negative connotations prevail. While 
farm animals are presented as creatures with low intellectual abilities. Scientific 
research data on these species of domesticated animals, in contrast, indicate that 
they have developed advanced cognitive, emotional and social abilities.
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